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Montevideo, Uruguay 

 

19. While touring Africa, I mentioned the fact that True Father mobilized our members and launched a 

citizens' educational campaign in circumstances where Korea lay in ruins as a result of the Korean War. 

At that time, because there were not many adult members in the church, even a lot of middle and high 

school students were mobilized. They enthusiastically developed a campaign to teach literacy and awaken 

the national spirit. True Father created this as a means to help spread the Korean government's New 

Village Movement to the entire nation, thus playing a major role in making Korea the prosperous country 

it is today. With the addition of the "New Mind Movement," which was based on the teachings of the 

Principle, Korea was able to enter today's ranks of advanced nations even more quickly. In the 

background of Korea becoming a central nation, both spiritually and economically, True Fathers 

contribution was highly significant. 

 

Africa is in a better situation than Korea of the 1950s and 1960s. Africa has incredibly fertile land. 

Anything planted there can flourish. Why, then, do its people sometimes face famine or the outbreak of 

disease? Development in some areas has been limited because the nation's leader does not have the 

consciousness of true ownership. He does not think, "This people is truly my family, and this country 

belongs to all of us." 

 

The teachings given to you today are the textbook and teaching materials for your lives. If we practice 

these teachings, there is nothing we cannot do. They teach us everything about how we should live. We 

must reflect and repent: why aren't we able to live in prosperity, able to witness, and able to develop? 

Visiting Uruguay and looking around the streets of Montevideo, I do not feel the city is prospering as 

much as it might. Those of you in Uruguay need to reflect deeply. 

 

You have received an enormous blessing. You are called true olive trees, while the people of the world 

who still have not been restored are like wild olive trees. If you cannot multiply, you will eventually 

diminish. You have to solve everything by yourselves. Discard any expectation that others will do your 

job for you. Please work with devotion, thinking, "This is my job and I will put my life on the line." (Hak 

Ja Han, 20/06/0728) 

 

Argentina 

 

20. At one time, the people of Argentina lived in affluence. In order for Argentina to rise again, you have 

to change your mind-set. In order to do that, you need to equip all citizens with the teachings of the 

Principle. Blessed family members and ambassadors for peace have to unite and stand at the forefront of 

building a new nation. If you make such a resolution at the gathering for the Return to the Original 

Fatherland and Hometown on July 30, 2006, you will reap the benefits of my visiting here. Whether your 

nation takes first place or falters depends on your results. I hope you engrave in your minds that the 



 

 

restoration of Argentina rests on your shoulders. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/07/29) 

 

Bolivia 

 

21. In the task of establishing Bolivia as a nation that can stand in front of God, your responsibility is 

greater than that of anyone else. You have an opportunity. You should bring many people to fulfill God's 

Will, such as those who participated in the Universal Peace Federation gathering for the Return to the 

Original Fatherland and Hometown and the Blessing event. While touring Africa this time, I felt that we 

can establish it as a place where people can live affluently, based on the effort they make. They have 

fertile land. Some may live in poverty, but they do not need to. Likewise, True Parents' teachings can help 

the Bolivian people mature and also revive Bolivia as a nation that receives the Blessing. (Hak Ja Han, 

20/06/0801) 

 

Colombia 

 

22. The more you make people aware of True Parents and the more widely you spread the teachings you 

heard at the gathering for the Return to the Original Fatherland and Hometown held on August 1, 2006, 

the more hope you will have. The era of heavenly fortune has come. Because of that, you have an 

important responsibility. 

 

There are many second-generation children of blessed families in Colombia. You have to create an 

environment in which they can freely practice true love in their lives. Many nations are suffering severely 

from family and drug problems, among others. Colombia too suffers misery from the problems of drugs, 

violence and AIDS, especially in their effect upon youth. The movement promoting true love and true 

family values can solve these problems. 

 

Accordingly, you have to reform this nation's image and demonstrate this through your deeds. You have 

to take action so that there is no one in any corner of this country who does not know about True Parents. 

You need to plant the traditions of true family, true love and true lineage. Once you have developed the 

various aspects of our movement, such as the Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles, you 

have to work so that Colombia will be remembered by God. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/02) 

 

Jamaica 

 

23. When I visited Africa, I told the people there, "Compared to the Middle East, where people in Israel 

enjoy prosperity in a land that is practically a desert, Africa is a land that is blessed by God. Why isn't 

Africa living up to its full potential? We need to convey True Parents' teachings in order to help." There is 

no path to revive Africa other than by conveying these teachings. I told them, "If, after receiving this new 

philosophy and being born again, you go out and spread the true love of True Parents to your family and 

neighborhood, and reach further into your nation, God's Will can be accomplished quickly. If you do that, 

your nation will take the lead no less than advanced nations." 

 

The movement to become new people who have been born again internally, based on True Parents' 

teachings, has a sense of urgency. Those of you who have traveled to Korea know that Korea has risen to 

the level of a developed nation. Especially in the field of the Internet, it is ahead of every other country in 

the world. Depending on your resolve, your nation of Jamaica can also experience a major transformation 

in a very short time. True Parents are just one couple, but we created the groundwork that can change the 

world. You too can change Jamaica and move the world. There are many blessed family members in this 

nation. You can condense the time to restore Jamaica; it depends on the type of resolution you make. 

(Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/04) 

 

The Bahamas 

 

24. The Bahamas, an island nation in the Caribbean, is where Columbus landed when he began his 

discovery of the new continent in 1492. After being a colony of Spain for a long time, it became a 

territory of Great Britain, and finally gained independence in July 1973. Our holding of the Universal 

Peace Federation gathering for the Return to the Original Fatherland and Hometown in the archipelago of 

the Bahamas, which is made up of about 700 islands, can only be regarded as God's great blessing. We 

have come a long distance on this tour. I arrived in Nassau on August 4, 2006, and tasted the joy of 

meeting people whom God had prepared over a long period of time. On this tour, I have been conveying 

our teachings and conducting the Blessing. The only path for the Bahamas, if it is to stand again in front 

of God, is to passionately receive True Parents and these teachings. Please carry out your activities 

enthusiastically, so that the Bahamas can receive God's blessing. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/05) 

 

Caracas, Venezuela 

 

25. I visited Caracas, Venezuela, ten years ago. Now, on August 7, 2006, I have returned. In the 

meantime, it seems that things have not changed much. I therefore think I need to work more vigorously 



 

 

to introduce our teachings to everyone in this country. 

 

Perhaps some of you have visited Switzerland. That nation once faced difficult circumstances, when it 

was oppressed by powerful neighbors and independence was difficult to gain. Nonetheless, it has become 

a safe haven for diplomatic, political and ideological refugees. Lenin lived there, and leaders of the 

Reformation conducted activities there. Because there were good ancestors who foresaw the future of that 

country and preserved its natural environment, they could build a prosperous and vital nation. I think that 

if Venezuela has people with leadership ability, it can also stand before the world as a country with an 

environment no less beautiful than that of Switzerland. 

 

I cannot understand why Venezuela, which is among the top nations in the world in terms of natural 

resources, suffers in poverty. There is only one way out. Everyone, from those in positions of power to 

the common people, needs to receive True Parents and begin a movement of spiritual renewal. If you 

make the determination to work, even if just by yourself, and if you feel that 24 hours in a day is too few, 

and if you work for the sake of the eternal development of this country and a future of peace, there will be 

hope. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/08) 

 

Peru 

 

26. If you intend to restore Peru, you need to pour out all your energy to witness to college students. We 

have to raise them as the future leaders of the Unification Church and of this country. The quickest way is 

to educate them, and through them purify your country's mistaken social customs. When they graduate 

from university they are of marriageable age, and then if they receive the Blessing, they can create true 

families. Then, when they enter society, they can purify the whole nation. In order for the next generation 

to take their position, you first need to witness to university students. You have to properly organize the 

education of the next generation, and, under the leadership of your national messiah, you must witness to 

university students. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/09) 

 

Chile 

 

27. The Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP) must be activated if Chile is to 

develop. You, as university students, are in an age group from which you can grow up to be the future 

leaders of this nation or the church. The responsibility of college students is very important. In order to 

fulfill this responsibility, strive to become role models in everything, both in studies and activities. You 

must make your manner and appearance such that your fellow students will want to become your friends 

and want to work with you for the Will. Your CARP activities are important for the future of our church. 

The entire church must cooperate in harmony and embrace the CARP members, just as I must embrace 

Cain and Abel. The church is in the mother's position, and it must actively help CARP. We must educate 

college students well. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/10) 

 

New Zealand 

 

28. From the providential perspective regarding Oceania, New Zealand has to fulfill the mission of the 

mother nation. New Zealand has the responsibility to unite with Australia and support and educate the 

island nations. That is the mission of the mother nation. New Zealand has been asleep, but now she has to 

wake up and fly. We have the teachings of True Parents and our global foundation is secure. You need to 

pass on to others what you have heard and seen. Now you have to give back to the world what you have 

received free of charge from True Parents over all these years. You have to make a new resolution and as 

members of our second generation, you need to fulfill your responsibilities. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/14) 

 

Australia 

 

29. Before coming to Australia, I passed through the Middle East region, including Israel. There, 

ambassadors for peace took the lead and successfully completed the Universal Peace Federation 

gatherings for the Return to the Original Fatherland and Hometown. We harvested good results there, but 

soon after I left, a war broke out. When I think about that, images of those ambassadors for peace come to 

my mind and my heart aches. 

 

The only solution to all the problems in the world, including the barriers that exist between religions, 

races and cultures, is to receive True Parents. Blessed families have the responsibility to enlighten people 

about this. You need to feel responsible for what is happening in the Middle East. You have the 

responsibility to thoroughly inform the people in your region and your nation about True Parents. In this 

age, we readily talk about peace, hope and happiness centering on True Parents, but think about the 

people who perish without knowing anything about them. You have to bear a sense of responsibility and 

take the lead in establishing people in front of God's Will. (Hak Ja Han, 20/06/0815) 

 

 

 



 

 

Solomon Islands 

 

30. The Korean government's New Village Movement began at the same time that we were conducting 

educational activities in the rural areas. You should be interested in the fact that this was how the Korean 

church, under Father's leadership, developed in its pioneering days. This nation, the Solomon Islands, is 

in a position parallel to that of Korea during those pioneering days. You need to work so that the flame of 

revival can burn, following the example of those days when we held worship services in spirit and in 

truth, centering on True Father. 

 

People who live in a materialistic civilization tend to pollute and destroy nature. You need to protect and 

nurture the beautiful natural environment that heaven has given your nation. You need to step forward 

more actively for the movement to protect nature. That is why you need to go forth and launch a spiritual 

movement nationwide. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/18) 

 

Palau 

 

31. In order for Palau to compete with large nations and stand in the same rank, you need to convey the 

teachings of the Principle. There are many things that you do not know about the heart God had while 

creating the world. Also, you do not know about True Parents' course to lay the foundation for the 

restoration of fallen humanity. If only you could understand them, you would inevitably love the 

teachings, and True Parents, who are the center of these teachings. You have to love your nation of Palau 

with this heart of love, which goes beyond that of even the Christians who are opposing you. It is my 

sincere desire that you take the lead, so that by practicing true love, guided by these teachings, Palau will 

become a nation that God loves deeply. (Hak Ja Han, 2006/08/19) 

 


